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Strong diurnal tidal currents, in a region dominated by semidiurnal tidal surface
displacements, were observed in the record of ARCTEMIZ 1986 buoys as they drifted over
the Yermak Plateau, a submarine feature northwest of Svalbard. Similar diurnal currents
in this area were first observed from observations taken during the FRAM I and FRAM
IV ice station drift experiments. l-he".seective enhancement of topographic vorticity waves
by resonant forcing from the k diurnal tide over the steeply sloping northern, northwestern
and western flanks of the plateau is forwarded as an explanation for these anomalously
strong diurnal currents.
Diurnal loops were observed in the trajectories of two buoys while they were over the
northern flank of the Yermak Plateau. These loops were similar to those observed during
MIZEX 84. The loops occurred during diurnal clockwise velocity peaks which have the
same periodicity as the fortnightly (spring-neap) beat of surface height inequality caused by
the superposition of the two principal semidiurnal tides.
Sea ice forced by the added convergent grinding motion arising from these enhanced
diurnal clockwise currents should have a surface morphology observably different from ice
which did not flow through this area, i.e., that which passes through Frarn Strait to the west
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I. INTRODUCTION
A. FRAM STRAIT AND THE ARCTIC SEA ICE TRANSPOLAR DRIFT
Fram Strait is the primary outflow region for sea ice from the central Arctic (Tucker
et al., 1987). Through it passes approximately 90% of the heat exchange and 75% of the
mass exchange between the Arctic and the World Ocean (Aagaard and Greisman, 1975).
The oceanographic and meteorological processes active in the vicinity of Fram Strait
therefore exert a profound effect on the climatology of the Arctic, and to a lesser extent the
entire northern hemisphere. Along the western side of Fram Strait flows the cold polar
waters of the East Greenland Current, a continuation of the southward flowing Transpolar
Drift Stream. The eastern side of Fram Strait, to the west of Svalbard, is usually ice free
year round due to the heat carried by the West Spitsbergen Current, a northern extension
of the warm North Atlantic Current. This open area along the ice edge, known as Whaler's
Bay or Svalbardbukta, is the northernmost year-round ice free sea area in the world
(Wadhams, 1983).
The actual magnitude of the areal flux of ice is determined by atmospheric circulation,
ocean currents, and the supply of ice at and upstream of Fram Strait. Englebretson and
Walsh (1989) determined that the areal outflow of ice through Fram Strait, using
geostrophic winds and ice .3oncentration, was highly variable over both seasonal and
interannual time scales. Their work also showed an apparent shift in the origin of the
majority of sea ice passing through the Fram Strait from the Alaskan to the Siberian coastal
region around the 1972 time frame.
An anticyclonic gyre, with a mean central position of 75*N 155*W, and associated low
pressure trough extending northeastward into the Barents Sea from near Iceland (Figure 1),
Figure 1 Climatological sea level pressure pattern over the Arctic Ocean (1979-1982).
Isobars in mb (from Colony and Thorndike, 1984).
are the primary atmospheric mechanisms driving sea ice drift in the Arctic. Through the
surface wind stress coupled to the ocean through the ice, this atmospheric forcing is
transferred to the ocean currents creating the anticyclonic Beaufort gyre and the Transpolar
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Drift. The drift of sea ice in the Transpolar Drift has been estimated at approximately
1-3 cm/s (Colony and Thorndike, 1984).
Buoy and sea ice drift observations made during MIZEX 84 (Gascard et al., 1988) and
from the R/V Polarstern during July and August 1987 (Pfirman et al., 1989) led these
researchers to conclude that the Transpolar Drift is actually composed of two branches, a
Polar and a Siberian branch (Figure 2). The 1987 sea ice observations in the area of 84*N-
86*N and 20"E-30*E showed large quantities of particulate material, often darkening half of
the ice surface. The particulate matter was largely littoral in origin, suggestive of formation
in a coastal regime. The actual constituents are representative of the northern coast of the
Soviet Union. The drift patterns of buoys deployed north of 84N showed that most of the
ice in this region drifted out of the Eurasian Basin through Fram Strait and was incorporated
into the East Greenland Current. Buoys deployed south of 84*N drifted to the east of the
Yermak Plateau or into the Barents Sea.
Moritz and Colony (1988) estimated the spatial variations in sea ice velocity statistics
using observations of ice drift and geostrophic wind in the area between the North Pole and
Fram Strait. They concluded that daily sea ice motions are not predictable, in detail, beyond
the rang( of deterministic surface wind forecasts, about 3 days. They calculated shear and
divergence of the ice to be largest in the northern Greenland Sea and Fram Strait. They
also concluded an average sea ice drift velocity of about 10 km per day through the
southern reaches of Fram Strait and that the large scale opening oi the ice pack typical of
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Of particular interest is their determination that in the Fram Strait, where wind variances are
the smallest, the ice velocity variance is largest.
B. THE YERMAK PLATEAU
The Yermak Plateau (Figure 3) is a gnarled finger-like extension of the Barents Sea
continental slope occupying roughly 20,000 km2 off the northwesterr coast of Svalbard.
Jutting initially north-northwest and then to the northeast, the plateau extends roughly 400
km into the Arctic Ocean. Relatively flat, with depths ranging from 1,000 m to 600 m, the
plateau's shallowest depths measured to date are 425 m at 81°18'N, 7024'E and 485 m at
81-33.5'N, 6-57'E. To the north and northwest the plateau slopes to depths of
approximately 3,500 m. The western slope levels out to a 3,000 m plain before plunging
te) depths greater than 4,000 m associated with the Lena Trough and the Molloy Deep. The
eastern slope gradually levels off to an enclosed, broad 2,000 m deep basin. (Perry, 1986).
C. TIDES AND CURRENTS IN THE VICINITY OF THE YERMAK PLATEAU
1. Tides
The Arctic Ocean's tidal surface signature is dominated by semidiurnal displacements.
Schwiderski's (1986) method of tidal prediction combines the Newtonian tide-generating
potential and hydrodynamical features of the ocean into the Navier-Stokes equations of
motion to produce a global tidal prediction system with accuracy of better than ±10 cm.
Through the use of tidal decomposition he has produced corange and cotidal maps for
eleven tidal constituents covering the entire globe. The leading semidiurnal (K2 , principal
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Figure 3 The Yermak Plateau and surrounding bathYmetry.
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lunar) and diurnal (K,, declination luni-solar) tidal components respectfully, show the
dominance of semidiurnal tidal surface displacement in the Nordic Seas (Figures 4 and 5).
Although the diurnal K, tide has a power input of about 58% of the dominant semidiurnal
M2 tide, its surface height amplitude in the open Nordic Seas reaches only about 10 cm
while the 2 surface height amplitude extends to about 80 cm. The superposition of the
two principal semidiurnal lunar (MO) and solar (S2) tides creates a beat which is evident as
a fortnightly (14.77 day) spring-neap inequality of surface heights. In the vicinity of the
Yermak Plateau, Schwiderski's (1986) data show semidiurnal amplitudes on the order of 20
cm and diurnal amplitudes of only 2 to 3 cm.
2. Tidal currents
Morison et al. (1987) examined data collected as part of MiZEX 84 and noted the
difficulty in analyzing the current data because the measurements were made from a
platform drifting with the ice in a region with intense spatial variability and also because
the semidiurnal-inertial currents were in part due to inertial motions that arose as a result
of wind transients and were therefore of random phase. They concluded that. standard tidal
aialysis was not suitable to this area and overcame the problem by using the complex
demodulation technique developed by McPhee (1986) and discussed later in this paper.
The water velocity structure in the Greenland Sea marginal ice zone was observed
with current meters deployed beneath the ice from floes occupied by the R/V Polar Queen
during June and July of 1984. The drift track of the Polar Queen is shown in Figure 6.
Morison et al. (1987) and McPhee (1987) presented results which showed both strong
semidiurnal and diurnal motions during this period. During the period of drift over the
7
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southwest slope of the Yermak Plateau the diurnal component of motion was especially
apparent. The remainder of the record showed little energy at the diurnal period. Morison
reasoned the observed diurnal motion
which occurred while over the plateau may
0. 2- 4- 6. WE
have been a combination of forced internal 1,6
tidal motion with a barotropic motion. s-0GOA*-
McPhee cited the topographic vorticity
wave theory presented by Hunkins (1986) 1...
as a possible explanation. ,
Tidal currents in the northern reaches --- :9 ,o k
of Fram Strait were examined by Hunkins
Figure 6 Drift track of the R/V Polar Queen
(1986) using current meter data from the during MIZEX 84 (numbered solid line).
Broken lines indicate the ice edge (modified
FRAM IMI (1981) and FRAM IV (1982) from Morison et al., 1987)
drifting ice stations. The stations were occupied during the April/May time frame of their
respective years and followed similar, but not identical, tracks. Both ice stations initially
were over the abyssal depths, approximately 4,000 m, north of 84*N and later drifted over
the shallower depths associated with the flank of the Yermak Plateau (Figure 7).
FRAM ITM had current meters suspended below it at two levels, 25 and 104 m.
FRAM IV had current meters at five levels: 29, 55, 104, 153 and 303 m. Absolute, relative
to the bottom, current velocities were determined by vectorial subtraction of the ice motion,
obtained via Transit satellite navigation, from the observed currents. These absolute
currents were then resolved into orthogonal components with the y-axis parallel to the
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bathymetric contours of the northwestern slope of the plateau (060 T), and the x-axis
directed across the slope (150*T).
Hunkins' analysis of the current
record for FRAM IM revealed a noisy
character during the early portion of the
drift, while over deep water, showing some
evidence of semidiurnal tides. Over the
steep northwestern slope of the plateau, a .\.-
gradient of 1,200 m over approximately 45
km, diurnal tidal currents dominated. In 3 0_
the later part of the drift, while the ice
Figure 7 Drift tracks of the ice stations
station was over the top of the plateau, FRAM Mf and FRAM IV (solid lines). Dates
indicate beginning and ending of current
semidiurnal motion again dominated. meter recordings (from Hunkins, 1986).
FRAM IV's record showed strong diurnal tidal currents while over depths between 1,800
to 3,500 m. Again the early section of the record was noisy with a weak semidiurnal signal.
Ice drift, i.e. FRAM IV's position, also showed evidence of tidal motion, but with
amplitudes less than that of the current meters suspended below it.
The diurnal current vector over the upper portions of the slope, as observed from the
record of FRAM HI, described a clockwise, nearly circular rotation. Over the deeper and
middle portion of the slope, as observed from the record of FRAM IV, the diurnal motion
was nearly rectilinear and aligned in the cross-slope direction.
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Hunkins pointed out that the dominance of diurnal tidal currents over the slopes of
the Yermak Plateau is in contrast with the overall tidal regime of the area which, as noted
above, is a semidiumal regime. He also noted that the amplitude and phase of the tidal
currents changed little with depth, even though there was strong stratification. This lack of
shear suggests that the tidal currents are predominantly barotropic in nature.
Hunkins performed time series analysis on the current records and found that while
in contact with the plateau the kinetic energy spectra confirmed that the diurnal current
amplitude exceeded the semidiurnal amplitude. FRAM IV's along-slope spectrum at 303
m (Figure 8) showed a diurnal peak which is slightly greater than the semidiurnal peak.
The across-slope (Figure 9) spectrum, on the other hand, showed the diurnal peak
significantly exceeding the semidiurnal. The diurnal tidal ellipse is aligned in the cross-
slope direction, while the semidiurnal is aligned along-slope. Hunkins points out that the
along-slope alignment of the semidiurnal currents is consistent with an interpretation in
terms of Kelvin waves (Kowalik, 1979), while the cross-slope diurnal currents are
suggestive of topographic vorticity waves.
It should be noted that surface current velocities, as measured by ice drift, were less
than the subsurface current velocities measured by the current meters in all of the above
mentioned studies.
12
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Figure 8 Kinetic energy spectrum for Figure 9 Kinetic energy spectrum for
along-slope velocity components, Fram IV, across-slope velocity components, Fram IV,
303 m (from Hunkins, 1986). 303 m (from Hunkins, 1986).
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D. TOPOGRAPHIC VORTICITY WAVES
Topographic vorticity waves can exit over continental slopes or deep mid-ocean
slopes. The restoring force for these waves is the vorticity gradient provided by the sloping
bottom. The waves propagate with shallow water to the right in the northern
hemisphere. Particle motion conserves potential vorticity Q
wheref is the local Coriolis parameter, is the relative vorticity and h is the depth. If h,.
is the depth of water when the particle is in its undisturbed state (=--O), then
Q=fh., and
lf =(h-hff..,dlh. ,d
Particles displaced into deeper water will acquire positive, cyclonic vorticity and
particles displaced into shallower water will acquire negative, anticyclonic vorticity. Figure
10 shows the motion of particles as they conserve vorticity after being displaced. The solid
line represents a line of particles that, in their undisturbed state, lie along a depth contour
parallel to the shore. Arrows show the motion induced by vorticity conservation for
particles near their undisturbed state. The result is that the particles move to the positions
marked by the dashed line.
A theory for vorticity waves around circular islands with sides sloping according to
a power law was developed by Longuet-Higgins (1970). Hunkins (1986), following the
mathematical development of Longuet-Higgins, made modifications to the boundary
conditions and developed a modified theory for a submarine plateau. He used a three-
14
dimensional circular truncated paraboloid with a flat-top and convexly sloping sides
surrounded by a flat bottom to represent the Yermak Plateau. A cross-section through this
plateau model is shown in Figure 11.
The relationship between dimensionless frequency, oWf (where (o is the waves's
angular frequency), and the ratio, b, of outer, r, to inner, a, slope boundaries is shown in
Figure 12 for the lower modes of oscillation. Hunkins found through inspection of the
Yermak Plateau's bathymetry that application of his model required a value of b in the
range of 2 and 3. The only diurnal modes which exist in this range are (1,1) with b = 2.0
and (1,2) with b = 2.47. Profiles for these two values of b are shown in Figure 11. Values
of a = 70 km and h, = 800 m (depth of the plateau) were chosen as appropriate for
application of this model to the Yermak Plateau.
Hunkins concluded that his model, using the above physical representation of the
Yermak Plateau and appropriate latitude has free vorticity wave solutions at the diurnal
frequency. He also concluded that in a forced wave model these free wave solutions would
be associated with resonance conditions and that the model is capable of explaining the
anomalously large diurnal currents observed in terms of resonant amplification of weak
basin-wide diurnal tides over the plateau's steep slopes. His model has free wave solutions
at the diurnal frequency only for the fundamental cross-slope mode. Higher modes occur




Figure 10 Shelf wave propagation. The Solid line represents particles whose
undisturbed position lie along a depth contour. Arrows indicate motion induced by
vorticity conservation. The dashed line indicates final position (from Gill, 1982).
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Figure 11 Cross-section of the circular submarine plateau used by Hunkins in his
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Figue 1U Relation between frequency, ciyf, and the ratio, b, of outer and inner slope
boundaries for low modes, m is radial mode number and n is azimuthal mode number
(from Hunkins, 1986).
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For a given mode the ratio of radii, b, or ratio of depths, b2, must be tuned to the
diurnal frequency. For the (1,1) mode b = 2 and b2 = 4. Assuming an average depth of
800 m for the plateau this would put the ocean floor at 3,200 m, a good approximation for
the north, northwestern and western approaches to the plateau. For the (1,2) mode b = 2.47
and b2 = 6.10. This wave would require a surrounding ocean depth of 4,800 m which is
deeper than any of the ocean basins near the plateau.
The flat, eastern approach to the plateau has a basin depth of 2,000 m. For the (1,1)
mode wave to exist the plateau would have to be only 500 m deep. For the (1,2) mode the
plateau would have to be only 328 m deep. Depths such as these are not found on the
plateau.
The idealized topography of Hunkins' model does not lend itself to the determination
of which modes wil actually dominate on the slopes of the plateau. The existence of
resonant modes at the diurnal period in the model are the important result.
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I. ARCTEMIZ 86 DATA ANALYSIS
A. ARCTEMIZ 86
ARCTEMIZ 86 was the University of Paris' first attempt in deploying an
observational network both for meteorology and marine glaciology in the European Sector
of the Arctic Ocean between Svalbard, Greenland and the North Pole. The main objective
of the program was to understand, both from a dynamical and thermodynamical point of
view, the seasonal and interannual cyc-.e of transpolar sea ice drift in the Nansen Basin
while approaching the Fram Strait and the fate and consequences of this drift in the
Greenland and Barents Seas (Gascard, 1987). Sea ice motions were obtained by Lagrangian
techniques such as ARGOS tracked buoys (examined in this paper). In conjunction with
the French/Canadian expedition "Women to the Pole" 15 satellite tracked buoys were
deployed during the period of 24 March through 22 May. Their Jeployment positions and
sensors are given in Table 1.
B. RAW DATA
The buoys were tracked by the ARGOS satellite system with position accuracies of
approximately 0.5 km. Figure 13 shows the trajectories of all the biays. The irregularly
spaced position data were smoothed using a cubic spline which produced latitude and
longitude values at three hour intervals. Figure 14 shows a comparison of the ARGOS fixes
(every other fix is plotted) and the resultant smoothed latitude and longitude during a
portion of buoy 4985's record. Total (V), east-west (u), and north-south (v) velocities were
19
TABLE 1 ARCTEMIZ 86 ARGOS BUOYS (from Gascard, 1987)
Buoy Buoy Deployment Deployment Deployment
Num. Type Latitude Longitude Date(julian)
4986 L 83511 N 240823 E 24 March(83)
4987 L 830515 N 230841 E 30 March(89)
4988 L 830119 N 230138 E 11 April(101)
4989 L 830249 N 210808 E 18 April(108)
4990 L 830478 N 230087 E 25 April(15)
4991 L 830379 N 220738 E 1 May(121)
4985 L Ta 83*655 N 200583 E 6 May(126)
4982 L Ta 84174 N 170983 E 13 May(133)
4984 L Ta 850943 N 40316 E 18 May(138)
4980 L Ta 870383 N 90112 E 19 May(139)
5097 L Met Ice 870383 N 90112 E 19 May(139)
5088 L Ti 860403 N 250430 W 21 May(141)
5078 L Met 86*429 N 250243 W 17 May(137)
5098 L Met Ice 84048 N 220073 W 21 May(141)
5079 L Met 810601 N 160664 W 22 May(142)
L = Localization buoy
Ta = Air temperature
Ti = Ice temperature
Met = Atmospheric pressure






Figure 13 Trajectories of ARCTEMIZ 86 sea ice drift buoys.
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computed from these smoothed positions based on the distance covered by the buoys since
their previous position, three hours earlier.
All of the buoy's trajectories are illustrated in Appendix A. Of the fifteen buoys
deployed during ARCTEMIZ 86, nine drifted through the region of the Yermak Plateau.
Enhanced views of their tracks while in the
vicinity of the plateau are found in
84. 5
Appendix B. Buoy 5079 remained trapped
el,-S
north of Greenland between Perry Land
and Cape Nordostrundingen and because its 832
motion is not really indicative of the
S5.7S ,
Transpolar Drift, unlike the other buoys, it
will not be considered in any further -
computations.
C. TIME SERIES ANALYSIS Figure 14 Comparison of the smoothed (solid
line) latitude (top) and longitude (bottom)
Time series analysis was performed calculated by cubic spline method and
ARGOS fixes (X) for buoy 4985. Every
using a fast fourier analysis of velocity dat ARGOS fixs poued.other ARGOS fix is plotted.
to produce kinematic energy spectra (data
were assumed to be ergodic). Initially the effort was directed towards discerning differences
in long period motions (on the order of one month) between buoys deployed in the western
entrances to Fram Strait (buoys 4980, 4984, 5078, 5079, 5088 and 5098 corresponding to
the Polar Branch of the Transpolar Drift) and eastern entrances to Fram Strait (buoys 4982,
4985, 4986, 4987, 4988, 4989, 4990, 4991 and 5097 corresponding to the Siberian Branch).
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The rational was to observe dynamical differences between the two regions indicating the
two tongued Transpolar Drift as theorized by Gascard et al. (1988) and Pfirrnan et al.
(1989).
Dividing the sampling periods into months and seasons brought out only subtle
differences between the two regions for long period motions. By far the most striking
difference was in shorter, chiefly the diurnal and semidiurnal, period motions. Whereas the
western buoys showed little diurnal energy, the eastern buoys showed diurnal energies
exceeding that of even the semidiuriial frequency (Figures 15 and 16). Upon examining the
bathymetry along the buoy trajectories the hypothesis was made that the anomalously high
diurnal energy levels observed for the eastern buoys during periods when they were in the
vicinity of the Yermak Plateau were a surface signature of the topographically trapped
vorticity wave described by Hunkins (1986). Fourier analysis was performed for periods
before and after the eastern buoys passed over the 3,000 m contour associated with the
plateau. While the buoys were in the deep waters of the Arctic basin there is no significant
peak in the energy spectrum at the semidiurnal or diurnal periods is discernable (Figures 17
and 18). After crossing the 3,000 m contour, the energy spectrum shows a diurnal peak
significantly exceeding the semiiurnal peak (Figures 19 and 20).
D. DEMODULATION
Complex u and v velocity demodulation was performed using the technique developed
by McPhee (1986) for each of the buoys to determine the temporal and spatial extent of the
enhanced diurnal currents. The method assumes the ice drift trajectory to be a superposition
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Figure 15 Kinetic energy spectrmn for u component of









Figure 16 Kinetic energy spectrum for v component of
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Figure 17 Kinetic energy spectrum for u component of
velocity for the eastern buoys while in deep (depth greater




Figure 18 Kinetic energy spectum for v component of
velocity for the eastern buoys while in deep (depth greater
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Figure 19 Kinetic energy spectrum for u component of
velocity while the eastern buoys were in contact with the
Yermak Plateau (depth less than 3000 m). 28 samples, each








Figure 20 Kinetic energy spectrum for v component of
velocity while the eastern buoys were in contact with the
Yermak Plateau (depth less than 3000 m). 28 samples, each
sample is 32 days long.
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and the diurnal tidal frequency. The complex demodulation algorithm separates the diurnal
and semidiurnal tidal components from the lower frequency 'synoptic' drift.
V = V, + $, e"f + $ ,,ef + D.e-" + D,,e
where V is the total complex velocity, Vm is mean complex velocity and S, S,,,, D, and
D,. are the semidiurnal clockwise, counterclockwise and diurnal clockwise,
counterclockwise complex coefficients, respectively. The complex coefficients are chosen
to produce a least squares error fit to the total velocity. f is the semidiurnal frequency and
o is the diurnal frequency. In the latitudes of interest, 80N-84*N, the leading, M 2,
semidiurnal period (12.2 hours) is nearly identical to the inertial period (an average of 12.1
hours) and the two will be treated as one and the same. In fact, the two can be
discriminated by examining their phase and/or polarization.
Appendix C is a collection of plots showing the u and v velocity components of the
complex tidal coefficients for all the buoys. Figures 21a and b show the total diurnal
clockwise velocity, De', for all the buoys. The western buoys do not show any periods
of significant amplification of the diurnal signal. The eastern buoys can be divided into two
groups, one with significant, and one with only minor, if any, amplification of the diurnal
signal. The distinction between the two latter groups is associated with the slope of the
plateau where the buoys cross the 3,000 m contour (Figures 21a and b and Appendix B).
The record for buoys 4985 and 4991 are good examples of the amplification of the
diurnal signal. A comparison of Figures 21a and b with Figure 22, a portion of the drift
tracks of buoys 4985 and 4991 while they were over the Yermak Plateau, reveals that prior
to day 175 (24 June), while the buoys were over deep water, they had very little energy in
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Figure 21a Total diurnal clockwise velocity, De '. for ARCTEMIZ 86 sea ice drift
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Figure 21b Total diurnal clockwise velocity, D,.e "o% for ARCrEMEZ 86 sea ice drift
buoys computed using McPhee's (1986) demodulation technique.
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the diurnal components of velocity. Upon crossing the 3,000 m contour these same diurnal
components began to increase.
E. DIURNAL LOOPS
Buoys 4985 and 4991 displayed significant along and across-slope oscillations during
the period of late June through early September (Figure 22). These oscillations occurred
while the buoys were over the northern slope of the Yermak Plateau, between the 1,000 m
and 3,000 m contours. Buoy 4985 was slightly down slope of buoy 4991 during the
majority of the period. Averaged depth for buoy 4985 is 2,200 m, and 1,400 m for buoy
4991. Evident in these figures is a looping motion during the middle and end of August.
Figure 23 shows three of these loops for those two buoys during the period of 18-21 August
(day 230-233). Figure 24 shows the diurnal clockwise peak in velocity for buoys 4985 and
4991 during this looping period.
Current vector recomposition (Figures 25 and 26) was performed on the 20 August
loop of both buoys using the u and v velocity components of the demodulated tidal
coefficients. Both buoys demonstrated approximately an order of magnitude difference
between their diurnal clockwise velocity and the other three rotational velocities. The mean
flow for buoys 4985 and 4991 (Figure 27) is an order of magnitude less than the dominant
diurnal clockwise current during this period. The diurnal clockwise signal also shows a
strong across-slope orientation. This motion agrees well with Hunkins' (1986) description
of the rectilinear across-slope diurnal motion from the FRAM IV record.
Within the positioning accuracy of the ARGOS system (± 0.5 km) some qualitative
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was approximately 7.5 km in diameter for both buoys. Over the next two days the loops
increased to diameters of roughly 12 kn for days 231 and 232. The most likely explanation
for this increase in diurnal clockwise motion is the fortnightly (spring-neap) beat of surface
height inequality caused by the superposition of the two principal, M2 and S2,semidiurnal
tidal components.
McPhee (1987) observed mixed 2.0.
diurnal-inertial/semidiumal motions over
the southwestern flank of the plateau,
during an early phase of MIZEX 84.
These motions (Figure 28) can be described 
-LO
LO.
as open loops, and occurred while the Polar
2..o
Queen drifted between the 1,000 m and
3,000 m contour. The shape of these loops
-2.0"
is most probably the result of a strong
mean flow. The ARCTEIZ 86 closed Figure 27 Mean flow, u and v components,
loops are comparable in size to the MIZEX for buoys 4985 (solid) and 4991 (dashed),during the 18-21 August (day 230-233) time
84 open loops. Both are diurnal in period period,
and have clockwise rotation. McPhee (1987), using the demodulation technique discussed
in the previous section, showed that diurnal currents dominated the inertial/semidiurnal
currents during this period (Figure 29). The u and v diurnal current velocities of the
MIZEX 84 open loops are of the same order, approximately 20 and 10 cm/s respectively,
as the diurnal clockwise current velocities of the closed loops. Figure 29 also shows that
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the current regime began to show an increase in inertial period motions beginning with day
175 in response to increased wind speeds. This diurnal/'mertial motion mix was evidenced
by the complex trajectory
during the remainder of the
observed period and in 2 E
particular during the last s.o Km
four days (180-184). 1 -
McPhee acknowledged the - - -
presence of inertial currents 14 I7?"3 .
' lOI"U~ i 1747
as anexpected result of the P7 175.-
prominent role Coriolis 17s
forces play in the equation ' , . _
of motion. Following the
Figure 28 Drift of the R/V Polar Queen during late June and
conclusions of Hunkins early July 1984 (from McPhee, 1987).
(1986) he reasoned that the diurnal motions were a result of some force outside of the
wind/ice/boundary layer system.
F. TOPOGRAPHIC EFFECT
The periods of strong diurnal currents observed in the data from FRAM I and IV,
MIZEX 84 and ARCTEMIZ 86 occurred while the drifting ice was over, respectfully, the
northwestern, northern and western slopes, respectively, of the Yermak Plateau between the
800 m and 3,500 m contours.
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Figure 29 Separated components of ice velocity showing total, inertial, diurnal tidal
and mean decompositions, along with observed 10-r wind (east and north positive)
(from McPhM, 1987).
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During ARCTEMIZ 86 the spatial correlation of enhanced diurnal currents and
topography can be seen for buoys 4985 and 4991 in Figure 30. Significant amplification
of the diurnal clockwise current appear first for buoy 4991 and then for buoy 4985 as they
crossed over the 3,000 m contour and moved into shallower water. Eight large pulses in
the enhanced diurnal clockwise currents for these two buoys occurred over a period of 110
day (days 170-280), corresponding to an approximate periodicity of 14 day. The largest of
these pulses, number 5 (Figures 23 and 30), which took place between days 220 and 240,
corresponded to the period of diurnal looping observed in the previous section while the
buoys were over the 2,200 m and 1,400 m contours respectfully.
The slope of the plateau appears to play a key role in determining the amount of
diurnal current enhancement. ARCTEMIZ 86 buoys which encountered the plateau over
its relatively steep northern and northwestern flanks (buoys 4982, 4985, 4989, 4990, 4991)
showed significant enhancements of their diurnal clockwise current signal (Figure 21).
These buoys encountered the plateau's steeply sloping northern flank north of 81"30'N and
between 5*E-IS*E. Buoy 5097 had a significant enhancement of diurnal currents while
exiting the plateau over its western slope in the vicinity of 81°30'N and 30E. This is the
same general area where enhanced diurnal currents were reported by McPhee (1987) and
Morison (1987) from the MIZEX 84 data.
Buoys 4986, 4987 and 4988 approached the plateau from the enclosed eastern basin
and showed (Figure 21) only minor, if any, diurnal current enhancement. As previously
noted, Hunkins' (1986) model allows for topographic vorticity waves at the diurnal
frequency over the northern, northwestern, and western slopes of the plateau, but not on the
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beneath buoys 4985 and 4991 during days 135-280.
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Relatively strong diurnal surface currents were observed during ARCTEMIZ 86 by
drifting ice buoys near the Yermak Plateau confirming the observations of Hunkins (1986),
Morison (1987) and McPhee (1987) based upon current meter observations. These diurnal
currents exist in a region where the tidal surface displacement is dominated by the
semidiurnal (M2) tidal component. Through time series analysis and complex demodulation
a strong correlation has been shown between these enhanced diurnal currents and the
bathymetry in the region.
Following the theory of Cartwright (1969), Hunkins (1986) developed a mathematical
model of the Yermak Plateau which showed that topographically trapped vorticity waves
of diurnal periodicity can exist along the plateau's western, northwestern and northern
slopes. Resonant forcing of these topographic vorticity waves by the K, diurnal tide
generates abnormally strong surface currents of diurnal periodicity in agreement with the
drifting buoy observations.
Strong diurnal tidal currents in regions dominated by semidiurnal surface
displacements have been reported in five other locations: near St. Kilda, Scotland
(Cartwright, 1969); the southern end of Rockall Bank west of Britain (Huthnance, 1974);
Vancouver Island, Canada (Crawford and Thomson, 1982); the southern Weddell Sea
(Middleton et al., 1987) and the Campbell Plateau near New Zealand (Heath, 1983). In
each of these steeply sloping regions the phenomenon was attributed to the selective
enhancement of topographic vorticity waves. Hunkins noted that resonant forcing of these
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topographic vorticity waves by weak diurnal tides is the mechanism favored most by
investigators to explain the enhanced diurnal currents. Other explanations have been
suggested which include Huthnance (1974) who suggested that direct gravitational forces
drive the strong diurnal tides at the southern end of Rockall Bank and Cartwright et al.
(1980) who felt the diurnal wave near St. Kilda was a superposition of a Kelvin and
vorticity wave in anti-phase.
Diurnal looping was observed in the data from both MIZEX 84 and ARCrEMIZ 86.
The loops were similar in size, had comparable demodulated u and v diurnal current
velocities and were clockwise in rotation.
Concurrent surface (ice) and subsurface (current meter) measurements taken during
the FRAM MI and IV and MIZEX 84 programs showed current velocities to be greater at
depth compared to the ice drift rate. This implies the presence of subsurface diurnal tidal
currents even stronger than those observed from the ARCTEMIZ 86 ice drift data. Periods
of low ice concentrations in this region would allow more free ice drift and result in greater
surface tidal current velocities as observed by drifting buoys. Ice concentration, as depicted
by the ice analysis charts produced by the Naval Polar Oceanographic Center, was
predominantly eight to ten tenths during the entire period of interaction between the
ARCTEMIZ 86 buoys and the Yermak Plateau.
Severe winter weather hinders accurate scientific observations in this region. Hence
the majority of observations to date have focused on the other three seasons. For example,
the ARC TMIZ 86 buoys interacted with the plateau during the period June to November
1986. The current meter data examined by Hunkins from the FRAM MII and V drift
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stations were centered on the April and May time frame during 1981 and 1982. The
MZEX 84 R/V Polar Queen drift and current meter data chronicled the circulation in June
and July 1984. Similar observations during the winter season are needed prior to claiming
that the enhancement of the diurnal tidal currents in the vicinity of the Yermak Plateau is
a year-round phenomena. Winter pack ice conditions would hinder free ice drift. Winter
storms with their associated high wind speeds would add significant forcing to the inertial
periodicity. These two conditions would lessen the surface diurnal tidal currents observed
by ice drift buoys. In contrast, subsurface current measurements would not be as affected.
The author feels subsurface current meters suspended below ARGOS tracked ice drift buoys
would be the instrument package of choice for current observations in this region during the
winter season.
Following ARCTEMIZ 86 the intent of the scientists aboard the R/V Polarstern
during the summer of 1987 was to bring the ship to the North Pole along the 300E meridian
in order to seed both the Polar and Siberian branches of the Transpolar Drift with buoys.
Their goal was to obtain data which would add validity to the theory of a two tongued
Transpolar Drift first forwarded by Gascard et al. (1988) from observations made during
MIZEX 83 and 84. Just north of 86*N ice conditions prevented the Polarstern from
transitting any farther north. Observations were made of the drift dynamics, composition
and morphology of the ice in the Siberian Branch which was found to differ greatly from
those made previously in the Polar branch (Pfirman et al., 1989).
The drift dynamics of ARCTEMIZ 86 buoys deployed in the western and eastern
entrances to Fram Strait were clearly different in respect to their tidal current energies at the
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diurnal period. The added tidal current energy shown by the eastern buoys will contribute
to differences in morphology when ice from the two branches is observed in the southern
reaches of Fram Strait. Ice from the Polar branch of the Transpolar Drift is typically clear
with large undeformed floes suggestive of its oceanic origin and unperturbed drift.
Conversely, Siberian branch ice is dirty and thinner with smaller but deformed floes
indicative of its formation in proximity to the northern coast of the Soviet Union (Personal
communication with J.-C. Gascard). The divergent grinding motion caused by the enhanced
diurnal clockwise currents in the vicinity of the Yermak Plateau will add to the already
distorted morphology of Siberian branch ice.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDIES
Enhanced diurnal tidal currents are present over the northwestern and northern slopes
of the Yermak Plateau as observed by ARCTEMIZ 86 ice drift buoys. First observed by
Hunkins (1986) in the current meter records of the FRAM I and FRAM IV ice stations,
they have also been observed by Morison (1987) and McPhee (1987) in MIZEX 84 current
meter and ship drift records. The diurnal tidal currents are the result of resonant forcing of
topographic vorticity waves by the K, diurnal tide over the steeply sloping flanks of the
plateau.
Future studies of the dynamics of sea ice drift in the vicinity of the Yermak Plateau
might concentrate on the role that the enhanced diurnal tidal currents play in the break-
up/freezing of ice in this region. Recent observation during CEAREX 89 showed a
significant increase in turbulent vertical shear flux (200 W/m2) associated with diurnal
currents and diurnal oscillations of the depth of the isotherm in this region which typically
has turbulent heat flow values of approximately 30 W/m2 '(Padman and Dillon, 1990). The
added energy from the enhanced diurnal clockwise currents can be expected to add a
grinding divergent motion to sea ice drifting through this region. The effect of the
enhancement appears to be localized to the western, northwestern and northern flanks of the
plateau where the bathymetry supports topographic vorticity waves. Remotely sensed sea
ice morphology from SAR and AVHRR (during cloud free periods) should show a distinctly
different ice morphology above this portion of the eastern entrance to Fram Strait.
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APPENDIX A
Trajectories of all the ARCTEMIZ 86 buoys. The tracks are marked beginning with
the deployment date and at thirty day intervals until the end of the record. Expanded views
of the trajectories for buoys which passed through the eastern margin of Fram Strait and in















Figure A2 Trajectory of buoy 4982. An expanded view of the track in the vicinity of






Figure A3 Trajectory of buoy 4984.
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Figure AS Trajectory of buoy 4986. An expanded view of the track in the vicinity of






Figure A6 Trajectory of buoy 4987. An expanded view of the track in the vicinity of




Figue A7 Trajctory of buoy 4988. An expended view of the track in the vicinity of
the Yermak Plateau, in shown i-i Figure B5.
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Figure AB Trajectory of buoy 4989. An expanded view of dhe track in the vicinity of
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Figure A9 Trajectory of buoy 499. An expanded view of the track in the vicinity of
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Figure A14 Trajectory of buoy 5097. An expanded view of the track in the vicinity
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APPENDIX B
Trajectories of buoys in the vicinity of the Yermak Plateau. The tracks are marked





Figue Bi Trajectory of buoy 4982.
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Demodulated tidal current u and v velocities for ARCTEMIZ 86 buoys.
Demodulation was performed using the technique of McPhee (1986). Details of the
technique can be found in Chapter 2 Section D.
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Figure C4 Buoy 4985.
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